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Abstract—Satellite and terrestrial network (TN) convergence is
an important trend to offer truly ubiquitous worldwide coverage
in the B5G/6G era. Based on the recently published 3GPP Rel-
17 Non-Terrestrial Network (NTN) specifications, the industry
is actively driving commercialization and enabling satellite con-
nection over the cellular phone. However, the spectrum shortage
problem will become more severe after satellite services broadly
penetrate consumer markets. Spectrum sharing between satellite
and cellular networks is a promising solution to mitigate the
spectrum shortage problem. However, it will inevitably result in
severe interference across two systems if not properly managed.
We propose a novel interference mitigation technique that jointly
considers the satellite network with earth-fixed beamforming
capability and the cellular network. The proposed Interference-
aware radio resource group sharing mechanism combined with
sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping algorithm optimizes the over-
all system capacity. It also ensures the signal quality over each
link operates at an acceptable level. The mechanism demonstrates
the feasibility of NTN-TN spectrum sharing and outperforms the
baselines with 94% to 138% capacity utility, which is contributed
by enhanced 72% TN available bandwidth and 45% to 133%
NTN throughput.

Index Terms—Satellite-terrestrial network, NTN-TN spectrum
sharing, radio resource allocation, interference mitigation

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectrum sharing between satellite and terrestrial networks

would enhance spectral efficiency and is critical in the B5G/6G

network. The B5G/6G network is anticipated to deliver a broad

coverage area and exceptional capacity, which is necessitated

by the proliferation of IoT devices and applications that require

high throughput. An integrated satellite-terrestrial network,

which complements the terrestrial’s coverage gap and the satel-

lite’s low system capacity, is a promising B5G/6G network

architecture [1]. Sharing the spectrum between satellite and

terrestrial networks can enhance both networks’ capacity and

utilization [2].

There is a risk of inter-system interference that could

severely impact both networks despite the benefits of spectrum

sharing between satellite and terrestrial networks. Thus, it is
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crucial to mitigate interference to implement spectrum sharing

successfully. A recent study [3] suggests that reverse pairing

is a promising interference mitigation technique for satellite-

terrestrial spectrum sharing. This technique involves the ter-

restrial network (TN) transmitting in the opposite direction

to the non-terrestrial network (NTN) in a frequency-division

duplexing (FDD) band. However, the results also note that

the NTN uplink (UL) still experiences a significant signal-to-

interference plus noise ratio (SINR) decrease in reverse pairing

due to interference from the TN.

In this research, we aim to optimize the TN’s capacity while

maintaining a decent throughput for NTN UL. We focus on

addressing a spectrum sharing scenario that involves a low

Earth orbit (LEO) satellite network and numerous cellular

networks within the extreme coverage of NTN. Both NTN

and TN provide mobile services with handheld devices. Due

to the mobility of the LEO satellite, we consider the achieved

NTN UL throughput and the available spectrum of TN base

stations (BSs) as NTN’s and TN’s utility, respectively, to

evaluate the capacity of the NTN-TN network. We propose an

interference-aware radio resource group sharing mechanism

based on design principles inspired by observations of pre-

liminary simulations. The mechanism involves dividing NTN

user equipments (UEs), radio resources, and TN BSs into

groups and mapping them to resource groups. We formulate

the NTN-TN spectrum sharing via the proposed mechanism

as a capacity optimization problem, which is solved using the

proposed population-based sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping

algorithm. The contributions of the research are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first researchers

to investigate spectrum sharing with a large-scale NTN-

TN network (consider more than ten thousand BSs)

rigorously. Through extensive simulations using a 3GPP-

calibrated simulator, we identify the NTN UL as the most

vulnerable victim link in NTN-TN spectrum sharing. Our

simulation results also reveal that TNs outside an NTN

beam’s coverage may still cause severe interference with

NTN UL, highlighting the need to consider all TNs within

NTN coverage as potential interference sources.

• We propose an interference-aware radio resource group

sharing mechanism based on reverse pairing, a static

interference mitigation method. The proposed mechanism

allows TNs to utilize the common spectrum while main-

taining the NTN UL throughput, which is achieved by

dividing the NTN UEs and TN BSs into groups and then

mapping these groups to radio resource groups. By con-

sidering TN available bandwidth and NTN UL throughput

jointly, we formulate radio resource allocation in the
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NTN-TN network as a capacity optimization problem.

• We propose optimal grouping conditions for NTN UEs

and TN BSs and a sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping

algorithm to solve the capacity optimization problem. The

NTN UEs and TN BSs optimal grouping conditions first

reduce the search space of the capacity optimization prob-

lem. The sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping algorithm

then finds local optimal solutions within a limited number

of iterations.

• We verify the feasibility and superiority of NTN-TN

spectrum sharing via the proposed group sharing mecha-

nism, showing an overall capacity improvement of 94% to

138%. Compared with baseline scenarios, the mechanism

improves 72% TN available bandwidth and 45% to 133%

NTN throughput.

This paper is organized as follows. Related works are listed

in section II. NTN-TN architecture, preliminary simulation,

and the most vulnerable victim link identification are provided

in section III. We introduce the proposed interference-aware

radio resource group sharing mechanism in section IV. The

throughput model of the proposed group sharing mechanism

is constructed in section VI. We formulate NTN-TN spectrum

sharing as a capacity optimization in section VII. Sections

VIII and IX deliver two optimal grouping conditions and the

proposed sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping algorithms, re-

spectively. Section X shows simulation results and the analyses

to verify the superiority of the proposed group sharing method.

Finally, section XI concludes this work.

II. RELATED WORK

Studies on joint radio resource and interference mitigation

for spectrum sharing in satellite-terrestrial networks can be

categorized into three main areas: (1) cooperation mechanisms

between NTN and TN [4]–[12], (2) cognitive spectrum uti-

lization for satellite-terrestrial integrated networks [13]–[19],

and (3) Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) terrestrial-

satellite networks [20]–[25].

The investigation of cooperation mechanisms between satel-

lite and terrestrial networks typically involves the application

of game theory to analyze or optimize these mechanisms [4]–

[12]. A multi-channel cooperative spectrum sharing mecha-

nism based on Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) was proposed

for a satellite-terrestrial IoT network in [4]. Authors in [7]

consider a cooperation scenario where a primary satellite

network coexists with multiple secondary terrestrial networks.

The cognitive spectrum satellite-terrestrial network papers

investigated the application of cognitive radio to enable spec-

trum sharing between satellite and terrestrial networks [13]–

[19]. In [13], satellite networks operate as a secondary system

to explore the available spectra without causing harmful inter-

ference to the terrestrial network. The authors in [14] propose a

joint radio resource allocation scheme with non-ideal spectrum

sensing consideration to minimize the end-to-end delay of the

secondary satellite network.

The papers on NOMA terrestrial-satellite networks [20]–

[25] investigate the potential of interference cancellation tech-

nology to improve spectral efficiency. The first paper [20]

examines the spectrum allocation for access and backhaul links

in a network where satellite and terrestrial UEs use NOMA

technology to share the spectrum of the access link. The

terrestrial BSs connect to the satellite through backhaul links.

Limited research exists on joint radio resource and inter-

ference management in mobile satellite service and mobile

networks. Most prior work in NTN-TN spectrum sharing

focuses on different network types (e.g., NTN internet-of-

things (IoT) and TN IoT, fixed satellite services, and mobile

networks), neglecting the spectrum sharing between mobile

satellite services and mobile networks.

Also, the prior studies often underestimate the impact of

aggregated inter-system interference power on NTN, failing

to consider the significant influence of numerous TN BSs and

terrestrial UEs within NTN’s coverage. Managing thousands

of TN BSs using the mechanisms and algorithms presented in

state of the art is infeasible or inefficient due to the increased

complexity. Therefore, this study addresses joint radio resource

and interference management for a satellite-terrestrial network,

considering a more practical number of interference sources

within NTN’s extreme coverage for ubiquitous mobile service.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND VICTIM LINK

IDENTIFICATION IN NTN-TN SPECTRUM SHARING

This section first provides the proposed system architecture

of NTN-TN spectrum sharing and then discusses the com-

patibility between 3GPP NTN architecture and our proposed

architecture. Section III-C presents the preliminary simulation

results to justify the proposed architecture. Further, based

on the preliminary simulation results, we identify the most

vulnerable victim links and provide the interference power

distribution from the BS to the satellite to verify the necessity

of the proposed reference signal design.

A. System Architecture of NTN-TN Spectrum Sharing

Fig. 1. System architecture of NTN-TN spectrum sharing. NTN and TN
operate in FDD mode but in reverse pairing. The controller coordinates NTN
and TN via resource allocation with the information provided by TN BS. The
bold lines highlight the concentrated victim and aggressor links.
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Fig. 1 illustrates the system architecture of satellite-

terrestrial spectrum sharing. The spectrum sharing scenario

consists of an NTN and TNs. The NTN comprises a multi-

beam LEO satellite and handheld UEs which connect to the

satellite, i.e., NTN UEs. BSs and handheld UEs which connect

to a BS, i.e., TN UEs, constitute TN networks.

The NTN and TNs operate in FDD mode in our studied

architecture. Most satellite network operates in the FDD band

since the long guard band due to long propagation in TDD

would lower the spectral efficiency [26], [27]. Thus, we

assume the terrestrial network would operate in FDD mode

to share the FDD spectrum with NTN.

In our architecture, the NTN and TNs use the common

FDD spectrum in a reverse direction. Reverse pairing is a

novel and effective interference mitigation method for NTN-

TN spectrum sharing. According to results in [3], NTN has a

limited impact on TN, and the reverse pairing outperforms the

normal pairing in NTN UL and downlink (DL). In NTN UL,

the satellite receives less interference from TN in the reverse

pairing due to the BS downtilt angle and directional antenna.

In NTN DL, UEs follow maximum reference signal received

power (RSRP) association, resulting in spatial isolation be-

tween NTN UEs and TN UEs. This isolation allows NTN

UEs in the reverse pairing to achieve a higher average SINR

than those in the normal pairing. NTN UEs are assumed to

be full buffers and eager to obtain higher throughput since the

below Mbps UL throughput provided by the current Rel-17’s

NR NTN falls below the requirements of most applications.

In light of the current limitations of Rel-17’s NR NTN,

which often results in UEs experiencing limited UL throughput

below the Mbps range, the performance of various applications

is hindered. Acknowledging this shortfall in UL throughput,

we assume that NTN UEs operate with full buffers and en-

deavor to achieve higher throughput to meet the requirements

of diverse applications.

An integrated controller for NTN-TN coordination plays

an important role in improving spectral efficiency by effec-

tively allocating resources based on essential TN and NTN

information, including NTN UE UL received power and the

propagation loss between the satellite and TN BSs. To estimate

the propagation loss between the satellite and TN BSs, the

controller periodically configures the satellite to broadcast a

reference signal, which is then measured by the BSs. The

measurement reports of the reference signal are sent to the

controller upon request. Fig. 2 illustrates the detailed signal

flow involved in the resource allocation process, visually

representing the coordinated resource allocation mechanism

in the integrated NTN-TN network.

B. Compatibility to 3GPP NTN RAN architecture

In TR 38.811 [26], 3GPP analyzed the NTN radio access

network (RAN) architecture using a satellite’s either bent-

pipe or processed payload. A bent-pipe payload involves radio

frequency conversion, analog filtering, and amplification. In

the bent-pipe architecture (Fig. 3(a)), NR RAN functions

would be deployed at a gNB near the NTN remote radio unit.

Due to satellites’ power and mass limitations, a processed

Fig. 2. Signal flow of reference signal configuration for BS interference
measurement in the proposed system.

Fig. 3. RAN architecture options in non-terrestrial network considered in TR
38.811.

payload may not be able to implement all RAN functions.

In this case, a processed payload with some RAN functions

would correspond to a gNB-DU in NR. The F1 interface would

be encapsulated by the satellite radio interface (SRI) to link

the satellite and the gNB-CU (Fig. 3(b)). Conversely, a satellite

with all RAN functions would operate as a gNB and connect to

the 5G-CN throughput N1/N2/N3 interface encapsulated SRI

(Fig. 3(c)).

The proposed method for spectrum sharing between NTN

and TN is designed to accommodate both scenarios: a satellite

with all gNB functions and a satellite implementing gNB-DU

within the NTN RAN architecture. Additionally, the resource

allocation of the group sharing mechanism can be communi-

cated using RRC messages, specifically the ServingCellConfig

in the spCellConfig via NR-Uu, allowing for reconfiguring of

the operating frequency range of TN BSs.

C. Effectiveness and interference pattern on reverse pairing

We provide preliminary simulation results conducted by our

3GPP-calibrated simulator (introduced in section X-A). We

compared the SINR in reverse pairing with the SINR in normal

pairing and no sharing scenarios.

Fig. 4(a) shows the advantage of reverse pairing in NTN DL,

owing to interference from BSs with high directional antenna

gain is much higher than from UEs. Geographical separation
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Fig. 4. Result of NTN SINR in no sharing, reverse pairing, and normal
pairing.
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Fig. 5. Result of TN SINR in no sharing, reverse pairing, and normal pairing.

between NTN UEs and TN UEs minimizes the degradation in

DL SINR in reverse pairing. Conversely, DL SINR in NTN

systems under normal pairing is 5-7 dB lower than in the no

sharing scenario.

Fig. 4(b) shows that the reverse pairing yields a UL SINR

10 dB higher than the normal pairing. This superiority of

the reverse pairing is because BSs’ antenna directivity can

efficiently reduce its interference to the satellite.

• Preliminary observation 1: The reverse pairing has less

impact on NTN DL and UL.

Fig. 5 shows the TN average SINR in scenarios with normal,

reverse, and no spectrum sharing. Firstly, in DL, both reverse

and normal pairing achieve SINR levels that are close to the

SINR without spectrum sharing. Secondly, in Fig. 5(b), the

”TNUL reverse” has an SINR 0.3 dB lower than the SINR

without spectrum sharing, while the ”TNUL normal” has an

SINR 1.3 dB lower than the SINR without spectrum sharing.

• Preliminary observation 2: NTN has a limited interference

impact on TN.

• Preliminary observation 3: The reverse pairing outper-

forms the normal pairing in TN and NTN.

Fig. 1 highlights the concentrated NTN UL-TN DL sharing

scenario with bold arrows. As highlighted in [3], NTN UL

experiences the most significant SINR decrease in the reverse

pairing compared to the no sharing scenario. Our preliminary

simulation in Fig. 4(b) also shows that the average SINR of

NTN UL falls below the minimum SINR required for normal

mobile service operation, i.e., -10 dB, as defined in [28]. Thus,

in reverse pairing, NTN UL and TN DL are identified as the

most vulnerable victim and aggressor links, respectively.
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Fig. 6. TN BS to satellite interference power versus distance between TN
BSs and the NTN beam center. The low correlation indicates that all BSs
within the NTN coverage could potentially cause severe interference.

The low correlation of BS to satellite interference power and

distance between BS and the NTN beam center shown in Fig.

6 implies that BSs far from the beam center could still cause

severe interference to NTN UL. Consequently, an interference

mitigation mechanism for NTN UL should consider all BSs

in the NTN’s coverage.
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Fig. 7. Base station to satellite interference power CDF with elevation angles.
The wide distribution of interference power and a tiny portion of BS with
severe interference proves that NTN UL can share radio resources with most
BSs regardless of elevation angle.

The wide distribution in Fig. 7 indicates that only a small

percentage of BSs have dominant interference power. The

dominant interference power is primarily caused by shadow

fading and line-of-sight (LOS)/non-line-of-sight (NLOS) con-

ditions, and these BSs are geographically loosely correlated

(see Fig. 6). Thus, the proposed reference signal procedure,

leveraging the broadcast advantages of NTN, is an efficient

method for identifying BSs with dominant interference power.

Spectrum sharing between NTN and TN involves a trade-

off between their respective capacities. One approach to im-

proving NTN UL SINR is to prevent TN BSs with strong

interference from sharing resources. However, this may limit

the performance of those BSs, given the scarcity of available

spectrum. Therefore, managing the capacity trade-off between

NTN and TN requires careful consideration. In this work, we

concentrate on radio resource sharing between NTN UL and

TN DL in reverse pairing, as this is the area the greatest

vulnerability exists.

IV. INTERFERENCE-AWARE RADIO RESOURCE GROUP

SHARING MECHANISM

We propose an interference-aware radio resource group

sharing mechanism in this section. Firstly, we describe the

NTN-TN network model and operation assumption. Section
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V-A delivers the group sharing mechanism design principles.

Finally, we introduce the proposed group sharing mechanism

and procedure steps.

V. NTN-TN NETWORK SYSTEM MODEL

We focus on the NTN UL-TN DL sharing scenario within

the terrestrial-satellite network, as depicted in Fig. 1. In the

satellite-terrestrial spectrum sharing scenario; there is a satel-

lite with #1 NTN beams and #�( TN BSs within the satellite’s

coverage area. When NTN and TN operate cooperatively, a

UE selects the access node with the highest RSRP, which

can either be the satellite or a TN BS. If a UE is within the

coverage area of a TN BS, the RSRP received from TN would

be greater than the RSRP received from NTN, leading to the

UE connecting to NTN only when it is out of TN coverage.

When a UE is outside the coverage of TN, it will select an

NTN beam with the maximum RSRP to connect. In each

NTN beam, assuming that more than #*� UEs are outside

of TN coverage, NTN schedules #*� NTN UEs in the UL

in a time slot to approximate intra-system interference. The

common spectrum shared between NTN UL and TN DL has

a bandwidth of _�MHz, where NTN adopts a frequency reuse

factor of _ to mitigate intra-system interference, i.e., �MHz

bandwidth for each NTN beam.

A. Design Principles

The first design principle is to allocate more radio resources

to TN BSs with lower interference levels. As demonstrated in

Fig. 7, the interference power of many BSs has a minimal

impact on NTN capacity. Thus, allowing those BSs to share

more radio resources can effectively enhance the overall

capacity as the capacity of TN is improved, and the impact

on NTN capacity is negligible.

The second design principle is to share the radio resources

utilized by an NTN UE with higher received signal power

with more BSs. Signals with higher received power can resist

more interference power. Thus, allowing more BSs to share

the radio resources used by an NTN UE with higher received

signal power can enhance TN capacity without significantly

impacting the UE’s throughput.

The third design principle is to assign more radio resources

to NTN UEs with higher received signal power to compensate

for the decrease in NTN capacity caused by the first and

second design principles.

The last design principle is to allocate dedicated radio

resources for the TN BSs that cause the most interference

in order to safeguard the NTN UL from severe interference.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, some BSs generate interference power

that overwhelms all NTN received signal power. By allocating

dedicated resources to these BSs, they can operate without

causing detrimental effects on NTN capacity.

B. Steps of Group Sharing Mechanism

The following steps outline the proposed mechanism.

• Step 1: The total #*� NTN UEs are assigned into " −1

groups, i.e., #*� =
∑"−1
8=1 |#8 |. A radio resource unit 18

TABLE I
MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS

Indices:
#1 number of NTN beams
#�( number of TN BSs
#*� number of NTN UEs in each NTN beam
" number of radio resource groups
Sets:
#0
8

the set of NTN UEs in NTN group 8 of beam 0
)8 the set of TN BSs in TN group 8
Parameters:
� bandwidth of an NTN beam
18 UL bandwidth of a NTN UE in group #0

8
_ NTN frequency reuse factor
%C TN BS transmission power density

[)= ,#
0
< power adjustment factor of a TN BS in group )= to an NTN

UE in group #0<
�#

0
< the aggregated intra-system interference to an NTN UE in

group #0<
#0 noise power
Variables:
�8 bandwidth of radio resource group 8

�)= ,#
0
< aggregated interference power from TN BSs in group )= to

an NTN UE in group #0<

b
#0<
9

the SINR of an NTN UE 9 in group #0<

W
#0<
9

the NTN UE 9’s spectral efficiency in group #0<

Γ
#0<
9

The NTN UE 9’s throughput in group #0<

*) TN’s utility function
*# NTN’s utility function
* NTN-TN integrated network’s utility function
Random variables:
!0, 9 propagation loss between the satellite and ground unit 9
(A
0,8

interference power density of a TN BS 8 received at the NTN
beam 0

%
A,)=
0,8

interference power of a BS 8 in group )= received at NTN
beam 0

%0
9

the received signal power at NTN beam 0 from NTN UE 9

Decision variables:

G
#0
8

:
indication of whether NTN UE : is in group #0

8
G8,: indication of whether TN BS : is in group )8
^= the set of group )8’s decision variables, ^= =

{G8,1, .., G8,#�( }

^
#0
8 the set of group #0

8
’s decision variables, ^

#0
8 =

{G
#0
8

1
, .., G

#0
8

#*�
}

X#
9

the upper received power threshold of group #0
9

X)
9

the upper power density threshold of group )9

is allocated to an NTN UE in the group #8 , 8 ∈ N"−1,

where 18 ≤ 1 9 ,∀8 < 9 .

• Step 2: The total �MHz radio resource is partitioned into

" groups according to the number of UEs and radio

resource units of NTN UE groups, i.e., � =
∑"
8=1 �8 and

�8 = ‖#8 ‖18 . The resource group 8 of �8MHz is allocated

to the NTN UEs in #8 , 8 ∈ N"−1.

• Step 3: The total #�( TN BSs are classified into "

groups, i.e., #�( =
∑"
8=1 |)8 |, in which the TN BSs in

)1 causes the least total interference, the TN BSs in )2

causes more interference than the TN BSs in )1, and

so on. The TN BSs in )" cause the most interference.

Furthermore, the resource allocation for the TN BS in )8
is denoted by �)8 , where �)8 =

∑"
9=8 � 9 , 8 ∈ N" .

In the first step, the total #*� NTN UEs are partitioned into

" −1 groups based on the second and third design principles.

NTN UEs in the group #0
8

are assigned the same radio

resource 18 . Moreover, to maintain the throughput of an NTN

UE suffering from more interference from TN BSs, more radio

resources should be allocated to it, that is, 18 ≤ 1 9 ,∀8 < 9 .
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The indication variable G
#0
8

:
= 1 indicates that NTN UE :

belongs to group #0
8

; otherwise (i.e., G
#0
8

:
= 0.), NTN UE :

does not belong to group #0
8

. The members of group #0
8

can

be further defined as #0
8
= {: |G

#0
8

:
= 1}.

In the third step, the total #�( TN BSs are partitioned into

" groups based on the first and fourth design principles. The

BSs in TN group )8 are allowed to operate on radio resource

group 8 to group " . Consequently, all radio resources (i.e., �

MHz) are allocated to a group of TN BSs that cause the least

interference, which is designated as group )1. Additionally, the

TN BSs with the strongest interference power are assigned to

group )" and can only use the resource group " , which is

reserved exclusively for TN. A binary variable G8,: ∈ {0, 1} is

used to indicate whether a TN BS : belongs to group )8 or

not, where G8,: = 1 represents inclusion and G8,: = 0 represents

exclusion. The members of group )8 can be further defined as

)8 = {: |G8,: = 1}, : ∈ N#�( .

In summary, all NTN UEs within an NTN group will be

assigned the same radio resources and be affected by the same

interference. Furthermore, the bandwidth of each resource

group 8 can be determined by �8 = |#8 |18 , 8 ∈ N"−1, where

�" = � −
∑"−1
8=1 �8 . Fig. 8 illustrates the proposed group

sharing mechanism.

✟�

♦
♦

♦
♦

First group NTN (✁✡):

NTN UEs with the weakest 

received power 

Kth group NTN (✁✂ )

✄☎☛✆

(M-1) th group NTN (✝☎☛✆):

NTN UEs with the largest 

received power 

First group TN (✞✆):

BSs with the weakest 

interference power 

kth group TN (✞✠)

M th group TN (☞☎ ):

BSs with the largest 

interference power 

F

T

✌✍
✌✎
✏✍

✑✒

✓✔

✄✆

✟✠

Radio resource unit for an 

NTN UE in an NTN group

Bandwidth of an 

Radio resource group

Available radio resources 

for BSs in a TN group

Dedicated resources for TN

Fig. 8. Proposed mechanism: Interference-aware resource group sharing
mechanism

VI. SINR AND THROUGHPUT MODEL IN PROPOSED

RESOURCE GROUP SHARING MECHANISM

This section constructs the SINR and throughput model of

NTN UL of the proposed mechanism step by step. Then the

following subsections sequentially present the TN to NTN

interference model and the intra-NTN interference model

to construct the NTN SINR in the Interference-aware radio

resource group sharing mechanism.

A. Non-terrestrial Propagation Model

The propagation loss !0, 9 between the satellite and a NTN

UE 9 consists of free space path loss l0, 9 (30, 9 , 52), shadow

fading loss (�0, 9 , and clutter loss �!0, 9 (\
4
9
, 52).

!0, 9 = l0, 9 (30, 9 , 52) + (�0, 9 (\4) + �!0, 9 (\
4
9 , 52) (1)

30, 9 stands for the distance between the NTN UE 9 and

the satellite. The shadow fading loss (�0, 9 is modeled as a

random variable that follows a log-normal distribution. When

expressed in dB, the shadow fading variable follows a normal

distribution # (0, f(\4
9
)2), with a variance f(\4

9
) related to

NTN UE 9’s elevation angle \4
9

to the satellite.

The clutter loss �!0, 9 (\
4
9
, 52) models the attenuation of

signal power due to surrounding buildings and objects on the

ground. �!0, 9 (\
4
9
, 52) is related to the NTN UE 9’s elevation

angle \4
9

and the carrier frequency 52.

B. Terrestrial DL to Non-terrestrial UL Interference Model

The following introduces the aggregated TN interference

suffered by NTN UL of UEs in different NTN groups. The

interference power density (A0,8 of a TN BS 8 received at the

NTN beam 0 of the satellite can represent as

(A0,8 = %C�
C
8 (q

�
0,8 , q

+
0,8)!0,8�

A
0 (\0,8), (2)

where %C indicates the TN BS transmission power density.

The TN BS transmitter antenna gain to the satellite �C
8

is

determined by the horizontal TN BS beam off-axis angle q�0,8
and the vertical TN BS beam off-axis angle q+

0,8
to the satellite.

!0,8 expresses the propagation loss between TN BS 8 and the

satellite. The satellite’s receiver antenna gain �A0 (\0,8) to TN

BS 8 is decided by the beam off-axis angle \0,8 from the beam

center of NTN beam 0 to TN BS 8. The interference power

of a BS in group )= received at NTN beam 0 is

%
A ,)=
0,8

= (A0,8

"
∑

9==

� 9 . (3)

Because a TN BS’s DL bandwidth partially overlaps with

an NTN UE’s UL bandwidth, only a fraction of TN BS’s

interference power affects the NTN UL operation. In addition,

we assume the interference power uniformly distributes in the

allocated bandwidth 1<. Based on the assumptions, we here

introduce a power adjustment factor [)= ,#
0
< based on power

density to model the fraction of affecting interference power

from a TN BS in group )= to an NTN UE in group #0<.

[)= ,#
0
< =

{

1<
∑"
9== � 9

, = ≤ <

0, = > <
(4)

Regarding the = ≤ < scenario, the interference power density

of a TN BS in group )= is written as
%
A,)=
0,8

∑"
9== � 9

. The multi-

plication of the interference power density and allocated UL

bandwidth 1< can obtain the interference power that affects

NTN UL in group #0<, which can be expressed as
%
A,)=
0,8

∑"
9== � 9

1<.

Therefore, the power adjustment factor [)= ,#
0
< =

1<
∑"
9== � 9

when

= ≤ <. Regarding the scenario where = > <, the allocated

bandwidth of a TN BS in group )= does not overlap with that

of an NTN UE in group #0<. Consequently, [)= ,#
0
< = 0 when

= > <.

The aggregated interference power from TN BSs in group

)= to an NTN UE in group #0< can be further indicated as

�)= ,#
0
< (^=) =

#�(
∑

8=1

G=,8%
A ,)=
0,8

[)= ,#
0
< , (5)

where ^= = {G=,8 |8 ∈ N#�( }.
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C. NTN Intra-system Interference Model

This subsection presents the approximate inter-beam inter-

ference experienced by the NTN UL of UEs in different NTN

groups. The received interference of beam 0 at the satellite

composes of inter-system interference and intra-system inter-

ference. The intra-system interference originates from NTN

UEs in other beams using the same radio resources. Suppose

an NTN UE 9 in group #0< of beam 0 uses radio resources

overlapping the radio resources used by group # 0̃< of beam 0̃.

The interference power of an NTN UE 9̃ in # 0̃< to the NTN

UE 9 in UL can be expressed as

%
0,0̃

9, 9̃
= %C

9̃
�C
9̃
!0, 9̃�

A
0 (\0, 9̃ ), (6)

where %C
9̃

denotes the UL transmission power of the NTN

UE 9̃ , and �C
9̃

represents the transmitter antenna gain. !0, 9̃

expresses the NTN UE 9̃’s propagation loss to the satellite,

and the NTN UE 9̃ to beam 0’s off-axis angle \0, 9̃ determines

the beam 0’s receiver antenna gain �A0 (\0, 9̃ ).

We approximate the NTN intra-system interference with

the interference power on average over NTN UEs in beam

0̃. The computation of the interference power from group

# 0̃< to the NTN UE 9 in UL requires group # 0̃<’s radio

resource allocation information, which could be hard to obtain.

Consequently, we use the average interference power over

NTN UEs in group # 0̃< to model the intra-system interference

from group # 0̃< to the NTN UE 9 .

%
0,0̃
9

=
1

|# 0̃< |

∑

9̃∈# 0̃<

%
0,0̃

9, 9̃ (7)

We introduce a variable j0,0̃ ∈ {0, 1} to express if the radio

resources an NTN beam 0̃ utilized overlap with the one used

by the NTN beam 0 under a frequency reuse policy. The

aggregated intra-system interference to an NTN UE 9 in group

#0< can be written as

�#
0
< = j0,0̃

#1
∑

0̃=1,0̃≠0

%
0,0̃
9
. (8)

D. SINR Model in NTN Groups of the Proposed Mechanism

The signal power received at the satellite from an NTN UE

9 served by an NTN beam 0 can be written as

%09 = %
C
9�C , 9!B, 9�B (\0, 9 ), (9)

where %C
9

is the NTN UE 9’s transmission power. �C , 9 repre-

sents NTN UE 9’s transmission antenna gain, �B (\0, 9 ) states

the satellite’s receiver antenna gain with an NTN beam off-

axis angle \0, 9 . !0, 9 indicates the propagation loss between

NTN UE 9 and the satellite. The SINR, denoted as b, of an

NTN UE 9 associated with the satellite by NTN beam 0 in

group #0< can be denoted as

b
#0<
9

(

<
∏

8=1

^8) =
%0
9

∑<
==1 �

)= ,#
0
< (^=) + �#

0
< + #0

. (10)

The throughput with adaptive coding and modulation can be

approximated by an attenuated U and truncated form of the

Shannon bound according to TR 38.803 [29]. Let b<8= and

b<0G denote the code set’s minimum and the maximum SINR,

respectively. The signal can not be decoded when the SINR

is lower than b<8=. Therefore, We introduce a Heaviside step

function � (G) to model the throughput when b
#0<
9

< b<8=.

� (G) =

{

1, G ≥ 0

0, G < 0
(11)

According to TR 38.803 [29], the NTN UE 9’s spectral

efficiency W
#0<
9

in group #0< can be expressed as

W
#0<
9

(

<
∏

8=1

^8) =

U;>62 (1 + <8=(b
#0<
9

(

<
∏

8=1

^8), b<0G))� (b
#0<
9

− b<8=).

(12)

The NTN UE 9’s throughput Γ
#0<
9

in group #0< consists of the

UL bandwidth 1< and spectral efficiency W
#0<
9

.

Γ
#0<
9

(

<
∏

8=1

^8) = 1<W
#0<
9

(

<
∏

8=1

^8) (13)

VII. CAPACITY OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION

This section formulates the resource allocation of the pro-

posed NTN-TN spectrum sharing mechanism as an optimiza-

tion problem. We first introduce a utility function to represent

the capacity of NTN-TN spectrum sharing. The capacity

optimization through the proposed mechanism is formulated

as non-linear programming in Section VII-B.

A. Capacity Utility in NTN-TN Spectrum Sharing

We sequentially introduce the capacity utility function of

TN and NTN and then construct the capacity utility function

of NTN-TN spectrum sharing.

We consider the BS’s available bandwidth on average as the

TN’s utility. Due to the real-time coordination difficulty caused

by the long propagation delay and NTN’s extreme coverage,

we consider a quasi-static spectrum sharing mechanism. The

visible time of a LEO satellite at 600km altitude is about

12 minutes. A radio resource allocation result could be valid

in about tens of seconds since the relative positions of the

satellite and the BSs have only minor changes. During the

valid duration, the environment of a BS could change. For

instance, during the valid period, the propagation loss between

BS and serving UEs might change, UEs might join or leave

a BS, or BS could receive new service requests. Moreover,

given its robustness in NTN-TN spectrum sharing, it is more

meaningful to assess TN utility in terms of bandwidth rather

than throughput. Consequently, we consider the BS’s available

bandwidth as a BS’s utility. The TN’s utility function*) could

be constructed by the sum of all BS’s available bandwidth.

A TN BS in group )= can utilize
∑"
:== �: bandwidth. The

total bandwidth of all TN BSs in group )= can be denoted as
∑#�(
8=1

G=,8
∑"
:== �: . The TN network’s utility *) , which takes

all group’s total bandwidth on average, is indicated as

*) (

"
∏

8=1

^8) =
1

#�(

"
∑

==1

#�(
∑

8=1

G=,8

"
∑

:==

�: . (14)
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Regarding NTN’s utility, we take the throughput sum of

NTN beam 0 in UL as NTN’s utility *# . Firstly, the through-

put accurately captures the vulnerability of NTN UL in the

coexistence scenario. Furthermore, given the wide coverage

of an NTN cell, the environment within the cell remains

relatively stable during the valid duration. As a result, we deem

the aggregated throughput of an NTN beam to be a suitable

representative metric.

*# (

"
∏

8=1

^8

"−1
∏

9=1

^
#0
9 ) =

"−1
∑

9=1

∑

:∈#0
9

Γ
#0
9

:
(

9
∏

8=1

^8). (15)

To guarantee utility product-based fairness between NTN and

TN, we construct the utility function * from the product of

the TN’s utility *) and the NTN’s utility *# to represent the

capacity of the NTN-TN spectrum sharing.

* (

"
∏

8=1

^8

"−1
∏

9=1

^
#0
9 ) = *) (

"
∏

8=1

^8)*
# (

"
∏

8=1

^8

"−1
∏

9=1

^
#0
9 ) (16)

In summary, we delve into the distinct characteristics of

NTN UL vulnerability and TN DL robustness in the NTN-

TN spectrum sharing scenario. Because of these performance

discrepancies, utilizing different metrics for NTN and TN

evaluations is essential. Although these metrics represent dif-

ferent physical variables, their combination comprehensively

assesses the overall system performance. By considering the

aggregate throughput of an NTN beam alongside the total

bandwidth of TN BSs, we effectively capture the collective

performance of both NTN and TN systems in a meaningful

and holistic manner.

B. Capacity Utility Optimization

Problem (V)

max
^ ,^#

* (^1, ..., ^" , ^
#0

1 , ..., ^#
0
"−1)

s.t.

"
∑

8=1

�8 = � (17a)

� 9 = 1 9

#*�
∑

8=1

G
#0
9

8
, 9 ∈ N"−1 (17b)

"
∑

9=1

G 9 ,8 = 1, 8 ∈ N#�( (17c)

G 9 ,8 ∈ {0, 1}, 8 ∈ N#�( , 9 ∈ N" (17d)

"−1
∑

9=1

G
#0
9

8
= 1, 8 ∈ N#*� (17e)

G
#0
9

8
∈ {0, 1}, 8 ∈ N#*� , 9 ∈ N"−1 (17f)

(17) gives the formulation of capacity maximization through

the proposed interference-aware radio resource group sharing

mechanism, where the decisions in the mechanism are UEs

and BSs group assignment. (17a) denotes the bandwidth

sum of " non-overlapping radio resource equals the total

bandwidth, and (17b) implies that the number of NTN UE in

group #0
9

and the guaranteed per UE bandwidth 1 9 determines

the bandwidth of 9 radio resource block. The notation N:
represents the set of positive integers less than : . (17c) and

(17d) imply a TN BS should be in one TN group. (17e) and

(17f) state an NTN UE should be in one NTN group.

VIII. COMPLEXITY REDUCTION BY OPTIMAL GROUPING

CONDITIONS

Problem V is a non-linear integer programming (NIP) that

is NP-hard ((" − 1)#*�"#�( feasible points). Thus, the

time complexity of problem V grows exponentially with the

number of BS and NTN UE. Because of the NTN’s broad

coverage, the BS number could range from one thousand

to ten thousand, causing problem V to be computationally

intractable. This section proposes two theorems of NTN’s

and TN’s optimality grouping conditions which describe the

grouping characteristics of an optimal solution to reduce

search space and introduce a transformed problem V(%) with

fewer dimensions of decision variables.

A. NTN and TN Optimal Grouping Conditions

NTN: To potentially increase the NTN UL throughput,

allocating more radio resources to an NTN UE may be

necessary. In particular, an NTN UE belonging to group #0
9

would be assigned a larger bandwidth 1 9 than an NTN UE

in group #0
8

if 9 > 8. However, the larger bandwidth also

means that the NTN UE in group #0
9

would experience more

interference from BSs in groups )8 + 1 to )9 . This additional

interference can reduce the potential benefits of allocating

more radio resources. Thus, assigning an NTN UE with a

stronger received signal power to an NTN group with a larger

radio resource unit can be a viable solution to increase NTN’s

utility since those UE are more resistant to interference. Based

on this observation, we establish an optimality condition for

grouping NTN UEs.

Theorem 1. Given any fixed {^1, ..., ^" }. Suppose 18 ≤

1 9 ,∀8 < 9 . If #0
1
, ..., #0

"−1
are parts of a optimal so-

lution, where #0
9

= {8 |G
#0
9

8
= 1}, then max8∈#0

9
%0
8
<

min8∈#0
9+1
%0
8
,∀ 9 ∈ N"−2 must hold.

The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix A.

According to Theorem 1, a threshold X exists in the range

of max8∈#0
9
%0
8

and min8∈#0
9+1
%0
8

, i.e., max8∈#0
9
%0
8

≤ X ≤

min8∈#0
9+1
%0
8

. Thus, the optimal assignment of NTN UEs

into " − 1 groups can be determined by the received signal

power of NTN UEs and " − 2 thresholds X#
1
, ..., X#

"−2
. The

followings give the reformulation of the NTN UE groups.

#01 (X
#
1 ) = {8 |� [%08 ] ≤ X

#
1 }

#09 (X
#
9−1, X

#
9 ) = {8 |X#9−1 < � [%

0
8 ] ≤ X

#
9 }, 2 ≤ 9 ≤ " − 2

#0"−1 (X
#
"−2) = {8 |X#"−2 < � [%

0
8 ]}

(18)

TN: Allocating more available bandwidth to BSs can in-

crease TN’s utility. Particularly, a BS belonging to group )<
would be assigned a larger bandwidth

∑"
:=< �: than a BS in

group )= if < < =. However, a BS in group )< would cause

more interference to NTN UEs than a BS in group )=. Thus,

assigning a BS with lower interference power density to a
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TN group with more available bandwidth may increase TN’s

utility with only minor effects on NTN’s utility. Accordingly,

we establish an optimality condition for grouping BSs.

Theorem 2. Given any fixed {^#
0
1 , ..., ^#

0
"−1 } and 1 9 ≤

1 9+1, if )1, ..., )" are parts of an optimal solution to prob-

lem (%), where )9 = {8 |G 9 ,8 = 1}, then max8∈)9 (
A
0,8 <

min8∈)9+1
(A0,8 ,∀ 9 ∈ N" must hold.

The proof of Theorem 2 is provided in Appendix B. Accord-

ing to Theorem 2, a threshold X exists between max8∈)< (
A
0,8

and min8∈)<+1
(A0,8 . Consequently, the optimal assignment of

TN BSs into " − 1 groups can be determined by the inter-

ference power density and " −1 thresholds X)
1
, ..., X)

"−1
. The

reformulation of the BSs groups is expressed.

)1 (X
)
1 ) = {8 |(A0,8 ≤ X

)
1 }

)9 (X
)
9−1, X

)
9 ) = {8 |X)9−1 < (

A
0,8 ≤ X

)
9 }, 2 ≤ 9 ≤ " − 1

)" (X)"−1) = {8 |X)"−1 < (
A
0,8}

(19)

B. Reformulation with Optimal Conditions

According to Theorem 2, the interference power density and

thresholds {X)
1
, ..., X)

"−1
} could resolve the optimal group as-

signment of TN BSs. For convenience, the vector expressions

of the decision variables are given.

%
#
= [X#1 , ..., X

#
"−2]

) (20a)

%
)
= [X)1 , ..., X

)
"−1]

) (20b)

(21) reformulates the TN’s utility function.

*) (%) ) =
1

#�(
(

∑

8∈)1 (X
)
1
)

"
∑

:=1

�:+

"−1
∑

9=2

∑

8∈)9 (X
)
9−1
, X)
9
)

"
∑

:= 9

�: +
∑

8∈)" (X)
"−1

)

�" )

(21)

Additionally, the SINR of NTN UL in terms of {X)
1
, ..., X)

"−1
}

is given.

b
#0<
9

(X)1 , ..., X
)
<) =

%0
9

�)1 ,#
0
< (X)

1
) +

∑<
==2 �

)= ,#
0
< (X)

=−1
, X)= ) + �

#0< + #0

(22)

The reformulated spectral efficiency W
#0<
9

and the throughput

Γ
#0<
9

derived from b
#0<
9

are expressed as the following.

W
#0<
9

(X)1 , ..., X
)
<) = U;>62(1 + <8=(b

#0<
9

(X)1 , ...,

X)<), b<0G))� (b
#0<
9

− b<8=)
(23)

Γ
#0<
9

(X)1 , ..., X
)
<) = 1<W

#0<
9

(X)1 , ..., X
)
<) (24)

From Theorem 1, the received signal power and thresholds

{X#
1
, ..., X#

"−2
} could decide the optimal group assignment of

NTN UEs. Thus, the reformulated NTN’s utility is

*# (%) , %# ) =
∑

:∈#1 (X
#
1
)

Γ
#0

1

:
(X)1 )

+

"−2
∑

9=2

∑

:∈#0
9
(X#
9−1
, X#
9
)

Γ
#0
9

:
(X)1 , ..., X

)
9 )+

∑

:∈#0
"−1

(X#
"−2

)

Γ
#0
"−1

:
(X)1 , ..., X

)
"−1).

(25)

The capacity utility in terms of {%) , %# } is

* (%) , %# ) = *) (%) )*# (%) , %# ). (26)

For expression convenience, we introduce ordered sets V̂
A

0 =

{%̂A
0,1
, ..., %̂A

0,#*�
}, which contains received signal power %A0,8

in ascending order, and Ŷ
A

0 = {(̂A
0,1
, ..., (̂A

0,#�(
}, which con-

tains interference power density (A0,8 in ascending order.

The decision variables %# and %
) can be viewed as discrete

variables since the utility function changes only when the

NTN or TN group members change. Let %̂A0, 91 and %̂A0, 92 be

the minimum and maximum received signal power in group

# 9 , respectively. The members of an NTN group # 9 would

increase only when X#
9−1

≤ %̂A
0, 91−1

or X#
9
≥ %̂A

0, 92+1
and would

decrease only when X#
9−1

≥ %̂A
0, 91+1

or X#
9
≤ %̂A

0, 92−1
. Similar

to NTN groups, TN groups have the property discussed above.

Consequently, the decision variables X#
8

∈ V̂
A

0, 8 ∈ N"−2 and

X)8 ∈ Ŷ
A

0, 8 ∈ N"−1.

Problem (V(%))

max
%
Z ,%#

* (X)1 , ..., X
)
"−1, X

#
1 , ..., X

#
"−2)

s.t.

"
∑

8=1

�8 = � (27a)

� 9 = 1 9 ‖#
0
9 ‖, 9 ∈ N"−1 (27b)

X#9 ≤ X#9+1, 9 ∈ N"−3 (27c)

min
8∈N#*�

%
A ,)=
0,8

≤ X#9 , 9 ∈ N"−2 (27d)

X#9 ≤ max
8∈N#*�

%
A ,)=
0,8

, 9 ∈ N"−2 (27e)

X)9 ≤ X
)
9+1, 9 ∈ N"−2 (27f)

min
8∈N#�(

(A0,8 ≤ X
)
9 , 9 ∈ N"−1 (27g)

X)9 ≤ max
8∈N#�(

(A0,8 , 9 ∈ N"−1 (27h)

Through the substitution of {%# , %) } for

{^ {1,...," } , ^
#0

{1,...,"−1} }, the reformulated problem %(X)

is given in (27). The constraints (27c) and (27f) are the basis

of the optimal grouping structure according to Theorems

1 and 2. The feasible region of {X#
1
, ..., X#

"−2
} are given

by constraints (27d) and (27e). Constraints (27g) and (27h)

deliver the feasible region of {X)
1
, ..., X)

"−1
}.

C. Complexity analysis

The proposed problem formulation in (27) falls under the

class of polynomial-time solvable (P) problems when the

number of groups is fixed. Specifically, solving the formulated

problem involves selecting (" − 2) thresholds among the
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received power of UEs and (" − 1) thresholds among the

power density of TN BSs, resulting in a total of �
#*�
"−2

·�
#�(
"−1

feasible points to consider.

However, it is crucial to note that despite this polynomial-

time solvable, the objective function in problem (27) lacks

convexity even with linear relaxation. This characteristic has

a significant impact on the computation complexity of the

proposed problem formulation, which is on the order of

$ ((#*�)
"−2 (#�()

"−1). As a consequence, when the num-

ber of TN BSs increases, the time required to achieve the

global optimum grows with the power of (" − 1).

The complexity analysis sheds light on the computational

challenges associated with the proposed problem, particularly

as the number of TN BSs expands. It highlights the need for

efficient algorithms and heuristics to address the computational

complexity and provide near-optimal solutions.

IX. SUB-OPTIMAL TN AND NTN GROUPING ALGORITHM

The reformulated problem %(X) presents a significant chal-

lenge as it falls into the category of non-convex non-linear

integer programming. This classification makes the problem

non-differentiable and renders it intractable to find a global

optimal solution using approaches reliant on derivatives.

Derivative-free optimization methods have emerged as valu-

able alternatives, seeking optimal solutions without relying on

derivative information. Among these methods, local search al-

gorithms offer a heuristic approach to tackling computationally

challenging optimization problems. By iteratively exploring

the search space and making local changes, the local search

algorithm aims to converge toward an optimal solution within

a predefined time limit. Building upon these insights, we

propose a sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping algorithm based

on local search to find a locally optimal solution.

However, even after applying linear relaxation, the objective

function in problem %(X) still lacks convexity. Consequently,

the search space encompasses various local optimal points that

can hinder the local search algorithm from reaching the global

optimum. Our proposed algorithm augments the local search

approach by incorporating an escape mechanism. This mech-

anism is designed to prevent the algorithm from becoming

trapped at a local optimum by conditionally exploring new

regions of the search space. By combining the effectiveness

of local search with the flexibility of the escape mechanism,

our algorithm mitigates the risk of converging to suboptimal

solutions and increases the likelihood of discovering improved

solutions.

In addition to incorporating the escape mechanism, our

proposed algorithm also integrates a population-based search

technique. Population-based search is a class of optimization

methods that concurrently maintain and improve multiple can-

didate solutions. Motivated by the advantages of population-

based searches, we enhance our proposed method by extending

it to consider multiple candidate solutions simultaneously,

aiming to approach a better local optimum.

In summary, our proposed algorithm tackles the problem

%(X), which is non-convex non-linear integer programming,

by proposing a sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping algorithm.

This algorithm incorporates an escape mechanism to overcome

the presence of local optimal points. It also integrates a

population-based search technique to enhance the exploration

and exploitation of multiple candidate solutions.

A. Local search

In the local search phase, the algorithm iteratively updates

the current exploratory point by selecting a neighboring point

that yields an improved objective function value. To identify

the neighbors of an exploratory point, we define the functions

in (28) that determine the indices of X#
9

within V̂
A

0 and X)9
within Ŷ

A

0.

X−#9 (V̂
A

0) = 8 if X#9 = %̂A0,8 (28a)

X−)9 (Ŷ
A

0) = 8 if X)9 = (̂
A
0,8 (28b)

Let % = [(%T )) , (%Z )) ]) . We define the distance functions

3#
:

and 3)
:

to measure the index distance of the :th element

in %
T and %

Z , respectively.

3#: ( ¤%
#
, ¥%
#
) = | ¤X−#: (V̂

A

0) − ¥X−#: (V̂
A

0) |

3): (
¤%
)
, ¥%
)
) = | ¤X−): (Ŷ

A

0) −
¥X−): (Ŷ

A

0) |
(29)

The set of neighbors # ( ¤%), including the exploratory point,

for a given solution candidate ¤% is defined as

# ( ¤%) = {¥% | max
:
3#: ( ¤%

#
, ¥%
#
) ≤ 1 ∨ max

:
3): (

¤%
)
, ¥%
)
) ≤ 1}. (30)

Once a new exploratory point is chosen, the algorithm

updates the legacy exploratory point if the new one yields

a better objective function value. The algorithm proceeds to

the escape mechanism if a new exploratory point with a better

objective function value does not exist.

B. Escape mechanism

To facilitate the escape mechanism, we introduce two pa-

rameters that assist in determining the escape.

*̄) (%) , %# ) =
*) (%) , %# )

*)<0G
, *̄# (%) , %# ) =

*# (%) , %# )

*#<0G
(31)

*)<0G and *#<0G represent the TN and NTN’s utility when

exclusively using the spectrum, respectively. As such, *)<0G
and *#<0G serve as upper bounds for the TN and NTN’s util-

ity, respectively. Consequently, *̄) (%) , %# ) and *̄# (%) , %# )

indicate the distances between the current utilities and their

respective upper bounds. These parameters provide valuable

information regarding which utility possesses a greater margin

for improvement, ultimately aiding the exploration of alterna-

tive solutions.

The escape mechanism aims to determine the escape direc-

tions and corresponding step sizes when the search process

becomes trapped in a local optimum point. We rely on the

auxiliary parameters *̄) (%) , %# ) and *̄# (%) , %# ) to accom-

plish the purpose.

In case A, where *̄) (%) , %# ) ≥ *̄# (%) , %# ), the NTN

utility possesses a greater potential for improvement. Conse-

quently, decreasing the NTN’s or TN’s thresholds is the escape

direction that can enhance the NTN utility.
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Decreasing NTN’s thresholds %
# : When an NTN thresh-

old index %
#
− 9 decreases by B# steps, the first B# UEs with

the strongest received signal power in group #0
9

are moved to

group #0
9+1

. The change in the NTN utility can be expressed

as

*# (%) , %#
′

|%−#
′

= %
−# − B# 4 9 ) = *

# (%) , %# )+

1 9+1

B#
∑

:=1

W
#0
9+1

:
(%) ) − 1 9

B#
∑

:=1

W
#0
9

:
(%) )

= *# (%) , %# ) + Δ*#9 (B# ).

(32)

Here, 4 9 represents the unit vector of the 9 th dimension.

Moreover, the improvement in the NTN utility resulting from

the threshold index transition from %
−# ′

= %
−# − (B# + 1)4 9

to %
−# ′

= %
−# − B# 4 9 can be denoted as

Δ*#9 (B# + 1) − Δ*#9 (B# ) = 1 9+1W
#0
9+1

=+1
(%) ) − 1 9W

#0
9

=+1
(%) ). (33)

Since group #0
9+1

experiences more TN interference than #0
9
,

and the received signal power is in decreasing order, the

improvement in the NTN utility, Δ*#
9
(B# + 1) − Δ*#

9
(B# ),

decreases as B# increases. As a result, there exists a largest

improving step B∗
#

that satisfies Δ*#
9
(B∗
#
+ 1)−Δ*#

9
(B∗
#
) < 0.

Thus, to escape from the local optimum point and increase the

NTN utility, we apply the new threshold index %
−# ′

= %
−# −

B∗
#
4 9 , where 4 9 and B∗

#
represent the escape direction and

step size, respectively. By adjusting the NTN thresholds and

judging by (33), the algorithm explores alternative solutions

that offer improved NTN utility.

Decreasing TN’s thresholds %
) : When a TN threshold

index %
)
− 9 decreases by B) steps, the first B) TN BSs with

the strongest interference power in group )9 are moved to

group )9+1. As a result, the interference experienced by group

#0
9

from the TN BSs decreases, leading to an increase in the

NTN utility. In general, the NTN utility increases as the TN

threshold index %
)
− 9 decreases.

However, the TN utility decreases as the TN threshold index

%
)
− 9 decreases. Therefore, we aim to find an appropriate step

size B) that increases *# and *̄)*̄# along the improvement

direction 4 9 . Consequently, (34) and (35) help us decide the

escape direction and the largest improvement step.

*# (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) − (B) + 1)e 9 , %

# )−

*# (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) − B) e 9 , %

# )
(34)

*̄) (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) − B∗) e 9 , %

# )

*̄# (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) − B∗) e 9 , %

# ) ≤

*̄) (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) − (B∗) + 1)e 9 , %

# )

*̄# (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) − (B∗) + 1)e 9 , %

# )

(35)

In case B(i.e., *̄) (%) , %# ) < *̄# (%) , %# )), the TN utility

has a greater potential for improvement. Increasing the NTN’s

thresholds or the TN’s thresholds are the escape directions that

can enhance the TN utility.

Increasing NTN’s thresholds %# : When an NTN threshold

index %
#
− 9 increases by B# steps, the first B# UEs with the

weakest signal power in group #0
9+1

are moved to group #0
9
.

This movement of the NTN threshold index leads to changes

in the bandwidth allocation of the radio resource blocks 9 ,

9 + 1, and " , denoted as � 9 , � 9+1, and �" , respectively. The

changes in the TN utility can be expressed as

*) (%) , %#
′

|%−#
′

) = *# (%) , %# ) + B# 1 9

9
∑

8=1

|)8 |−

B# 1 9+1

9+1
∑

8=1

|)8 | + B# (1 9+1 − 1 9 )

"
∑

8=1

|)8 |

= *# (%) , %# ) − B# 1 9+1 |)9+1 | + B# (1 9+1 − 1 9 )

"
∑

8= 9+1

|)8 |.

(36)

The TN utility improvement through the adjustment of %
#
− 9

and B# depends on the number of TN BSs in )9+1, . . . , )"
and the values 1 9 , 1 9+1. Therefore, we use (37) to determine

the step sizes of an escape direction for the NTN’s thresholds.

*) (%) , %#
′

|%−#
′

= %
−# − (B# + 1)e 9 )−

*) (%) , %#
′

|%−#
′

= %
−# − B# e 9 ) ≤ 0

(37)

Increasing TN’s thresholds %
) : When a TN threshold

index %
)
− 9 increases by B) steps, the first B) TN BSs with

the weakest interference power in group )9+1 are moved to

group )9 . These B) TN BSs can utilize additional bandwidth

� 9 of radio resource block 9 , resulting in an increase in the

NTN utility as B) increases.

However, as the TN BSs from )9 introduce more interfer-

ence to group #0
9
, the NTN utility of group #0

9
decreases.

Therefore, our goal is to find an appropriate step size B) that

increases *) and *̄)*̄# along the improvement direction 4 9 .

Consequently, (38) and (39) help us decide the escape direction

and the largest improvement step B∗
)

.

*) (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) + (B) + 1)e 9 , %

# )−

*) (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) + B) e 9 , %

# ) ≥ 0
(38)

*̄) (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) + B) e 9 , %

# )

*̄# (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) + B) e 9 , %

# ) ≤

*̄) (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) + (B) + 1)e 9 , %

# )

*̄# (%)
′

|%−)
′

= %
−) + (B) + 1)e 9 , %

# )

(39)

C. Sub-optimal grouping algorithm and complexity analysis

Algorithm 1 delivered the detailed sub-optimal TN and NTN

grouping algorithm. Line 5 to 10 is the local search phase,

and line 12 to 35 is the escape mechanism. In addition, we

heuristically select the direction of maximum improvement

as the escape direction. In light of the complexity analysis,

the proposed algorithm targets the solution of the formulated

problem (27) by selecting (" − 2) thresholds among the

received power of UEs and (" − 1) thresholds among the

power density of TN BSs. Consequently, the computational

complexity of the proposed problem formulation scales with a

time complexity of $ (#*�
"−2#�(

"−1). However, in order

to strike a balance between computational feasibility and

solution quality, the proposed algorithm is designed to identify

a local optimal point within a maximum number of steps

 <0G .

By setting  <0G to a value that is less than

#*�
"−2#�(

"−1, the proposed algorithm aims to efficiently
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Algorithm 1 Sub-optimal TN and NTN grouping algorithm

1: for 8 = 1 : #B0<?;4 do
2:  = 0
3: %8, = %8,0
4: while  ≤  <0G do
5: %̃ = arg max%∈# (%8, ) * (%)

6: if * (%8, ) < * (%̃) then

7: %8, +1 = %̃

8: if * (%8<0G) < * (%̃) then

9: %
8
<0G = %̃

10: end if
11: else
12: B) = 1, B# = 1
13: if *̄) (%)

8, 
, %#
8, 

) ≥ *̄# (%)
8, 
, %#
8, 

) then

14: ẽ 9 = arg max{%# |%−#=%
−#
8, −e 9 }

*# (%)
8, 
, %# )

15: while (33) ≥ 0 do
16: B# = B# + 1
17: end while
18: %

−#
= %

−#
8,:

− B# ẽ 9

19: ẽ 9 = arg max{%) |%−)=%−)8, −e 9 }
*# (%) , %# )

20: while (34) ≥ 0and (35) do
21: B) = B) + 1
22: end while
23: %

−)
= %

−)
8,:

− B) ẽ 9
24: else
25: ẽ 9 = arg max{%# |%−#=%

−#
8, +e 9 }

*) (%)
8, 
, %# )

26: while (37) ≥ 0 do
27: B# = B# + 1
28: end while
29: %

−#
= %

−#
8,:

+ B# ẽ 9

30: ẽ 9 = arg max{%) |%−)=%−)8, −e 9 }
*# (%) , %# )

31: while (38) ≥ 0and (39) do
32: B) = B) + 1
33: end while
34: %

−)
= %

−)
8,:

+ B) ẽ 9
35: end if
36: end if
37:  =  + 1
38: end while
39: end for
40: %

∗
= arg max8 * (%8<0G)

converge towards a promising local optimal solution. While

this approach does not guarantee finding the global optimum,

it focuses on providing an effective solution with manageable

computational complexity. This strategy ensures that the

algorithm can be applied to real-world scenarios and deliver

results in a timely manner.

X. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we discuss the simulation experiments to

verify the superiority of the proposed mechanism. We begin

by introducing our 3GPP-calibrated simulator and baselines.

Section X-B compares the capacity of group sharing with that

of the baselines. To better understand how the group sharing

mechanism offers a superior solution, we present a sequential

analysis of the group sharing mechanism in the following

subsections. It is important to note that the term ”elevation

angle,” mentioned in the subsequent sections, refers to the

angle between the observed NTN beam center and the satellite.

A. 3GPP-calibrated Simulator and Simulation Environment

A system-level simulator was constructed and calibrated

against 3GPP TR 38.863 [28]. The scenario involves a

steering-beam LEO satellite network operating at an altitude

of 600km and cellular networks within the satellite’s coverage

area, which is a circular region with a 250km radius. This

coverage area comprises both urban and rural regions. TN BSs

are densely deployed with an inter-site distance (ISD) of 500m

in urban areas and sparsely deployed with a minimum ISD of

5km in rural areas. The density of TN BSs is 0.1 �(/:<2,

which is similar to the deployment density in Taiwan. The

heights of urban and rural BSs are 25m and 35m, respectively.

Two sets of group sharing parameters, {" = 3, 11 = 2'�, 12 =

3'�} and {" = 4, 11 = 2'�, 12 = 3'�, 13 = 4'�}, are

selected for evaluation. In the observed NTN beam, there are

450 NTN UE devices, and 170 out of the 450 NTN UEs are

randomly scheduled for UL transmission. The free space path

loss l(3, 52) in dB for a distance 3 and a carrier frequency

52 is chosen from TR 38.901 [30].

l(3, 52) = 32.45 + 20;>610( 52) + 20;>6(3) (40)

We compare our proposed algorithm with three baseline

scenarios for evaluating the performance of NTN-TN spectrum

sharing. The first scenario is normal pairing, where NTN

and TN operate in an FDD band with the same transmission

direction. The second scenario is no sharing, where two

resource blocks are allocated for each NTN UE, and the

remaining radio resources are exclusively allocated to TN.

Lastly, we utilize the TN BS sub-channel allocation method

proposed in [31] as a benchmark for comparison, in which

the NTN UL SINR is targeted at 5dB, as it represents the

maximum utility, providing a reference point for evaluation.

In the ”no sharing,” the NTN-TN integrated controller

allocates dedicated resources to NTN and TN, respectively.

The controller first allocates two RBs for each scheduled NTN

UE, allowing TN BSs to use any remaining radio resources

not allocated to NTN. The detailed simulation parameters and

models are listed in Table II.

B. Capacity Evaluation

Fig. 9 shows the utility of the proposed mechanisms with the

proposed algorithm and baselines. The group sharing mecha-

nisms with " = 3 and " = 4 show improved performances

by 94% and 138%, respectively, compared to the baseline in

[31]. Also, it is worth mentioning that normal pairing has

zero throughputs since each UE has an SINR lower than the

minimum operational required SINR of -10 dB.

Observation 1: The proposed group sharing has a 94% and

138% higher capacity utility than the baseline in [31] and no

sharing.

Fig. 10(a) illustrates the average available bandwidth of

the BSs. The proposed group sharing mechanism significantly

improves the available bandwidth, with BSs achieving an

additional 72% compared to no sharing. The slight decrease in

available bandwidth with increasing elevation angles suggests

that fewer BSs share the NTN resources due to the weaker

NTN received signal power at lower elevation angles.
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

number of NTN beams(#1 ): 19
TN BS density 0.1 �(/:<2

number of TN BSs(#�( ): 58575
number of NTN UEs in each NTN beam(#*� ): 170
bandwidth of an NTN beam(�): 100MHz
NTN frequency reuse factor(_) 3
TN BS transmission power density(%C ): 26 dBm/MHz
UE max transmission power: 23 dBm
noise power(#0 ): -144dBm
Satellite altitude 600km
NTN 3dB beam width 4.4 degree
Satellite Receiving max gain: 1.1 dB −1

BS transmission max gain(�C ): 24 dBi
Carrier frequency( 52 ) 2GHz
inter-site distance (urban,rural): 500m,5000m
Satellite antenna pattern TR 38.863 section

6.2.3.1
BS antenna panel model TR 38.863 Table

6.2.3.2-1
BS donwtilt angle (urban,rural) (10,3) degree
number of radio resource groups(" ): 3,4
per UE UL bandwidth in group (1#

1
, 1#

2
, 1#

3
) : (2RB,3RB,4RB)

attenuated parameter U 0.4
(b<8=, b<0G ) (-10,22)
Maximum iteration  <0G 10000
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Fig. 9. Utility value comparison of group sharing and baselines. Group sharing
improves at least 94% overall capacity from baselines.

Observation 2: BSs could achieve 72% more bandwidth in

group sharing than in no sharing.

Observation 3: The group sharing with " = 3 is likely to

achieve a higher TN BS bandwidth than with " = 4.

Fig. 10(b) presents a comparison of the overall NTN

throughput. The group sharing mechanism with " = 3 results

in a throughput improvement of 45% to 97% compared to

baselines due to interference from TN BSs. Moreover, the
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BS bandwidth from no sharing.
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Fig. 10. Results of TN and NTN capacity utility in group sharing and
baselines.

group sharing mechanism with " = 4 settings has an NTN

throughput enhancement of 71% to 133% than baselines,

which is better than the " = 3 settings. Moreover, the

NTN throughput of the group sharing mechanism remains

steady with increasing elevation angles. Finally, it is worth

mentioning that normal pairing has zero throughput since each

UE has an SINR lower than the minimum operational required

SINR of -10 dB.

Observation 4: The proposed mechanism has a 45% to 133%

NTN throughput enhancement than baselines.

Observation 5: NTN throughput sum keeps steady along with

the elevation angles in the group sharing.

Observation 6: The group sharing with " = 4 has a better

NTN throughput than " = 3.

Based on observations 3 observations 6, a group sharing

mechanism with a larger group number setting, i.e., a larger

" , would offer a solution with higher NTN throughput and

lower BS available bandwidth. Higher NTN throughput is

because a larger " setting would provide more bandwidth

to NTN UEs. However, providing more bandwidth to NTN

UEs would reduce the available bandwidth of BSs with the

strongest interference power, such as �4 in group sharing

" = 4, decreasing the average BS available bandwidth.

Observation 7: The group sharing mechanism with larger "

settings would provide a solution of higher NTN throughput

and lower BS available bandwidth.

Based on observation 7, a network operator could decide

the radio resource group number " according to the NTN

throughput and TN bandwidth preference.

C. SINR Improvement by Group Sharing Mechanism

Fig. 11 displays the average SINR of UEs in NTN groups

that share resources. By combining reverse pairing and group

sharing, the average SINR of UEs in group sharing with

#1 improves by 25 dB for " = 3 and " = 4, compared

to normal pairing, but is still 10 dB lower than that of no

sharing. Moreover, the SINR of #2 in group sharing with

" = 3 and #3 in group sharing with " = 4, where #2 and

#3 denote the groups that provide the largest radio resource

unit to UEs, are close to the SINR of no sharing. The SINR

difference between #1 and #2 (" = 3)/#3 (" = 4) suggests

that group sharing would maintain the SINR of the group that

provides the largest radio resource unit at a good level for high

throughput while keeping #1’s SINR at a basic operational

level to accommodate more TN BS’s available spectrum.

Observation 8: The average SINR of the group sharing

mechanism in the reverse pairing improves 25 ∼ 40dB from

the normal pairing.

Observation 9: The group sharing mechanism would keep the

average SINR of NTN groups with more UL bandwidth units

at a good level for high throughput and NTN groups with less

UL bandwidth at a basic operation level for more TN BS’s

available spectrum.

Observations 4 and 9 provide valuable insights into the per-

formance of the group sharing mechanism. The group sharing

approach is observed to achieve an SINR level comparable to

the no sharing scenario while significantly outperforming it in
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Fig. 11. NTN UE’s SINR in group sharing, reverse pairing, and normal
pairing. Reverse pairing first improves 10 dB NTN UL SINR from the normal
pairing. Group sharing further improves 10 ∼ 30 dB from reverse pairing.
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Fig. 12. Optimized radio resource group in different elevation angles. Group
sharing adaptively increases the NTN group’s threshold %

# as the elevation
angle decreases.

terms of throughput. The key differentiating factor between

group sharing and no sharing lies in the adaptive NTN UL

radio resource allocation employed in group sharing. This

allocation strategy, which considers the received signal power

of UEs, contributes to the superior NTN UL throughput

observed in the group sharing scenario.

Observation 10: The enhanced NTN UL throughput in group

sharing can be attributed to the effective utilization of radio

resources through adaptive NTN UL resource allocation.

D. Grouping Results Variation with Elevation Angle

Fig. 12 illustrates the relationship between the radio re-

source group’s bandwidth, the number of UE in each group,

and the elevation angles. The proposed mechanism aims to

adaptively increase the thresholds of the NTN groups, denoted

by %
# , as the elevation angle decreases. This adaptation is nec-

essary to maintain the SINR of the NTN UE by reducing the

bandwidth allocated to some UEs to cope with the decreasing

received signal power.

Observation 11: As the elevation angle decreases, the pro-

posed mechanism would adaptively increase the NTN group’s

threshold, i.e., %
# , reducing UE’s bandwidth to adjust to

increased propagation loss.

Fig. 13 presents the BS classification results of the proposed

mechanisms at different elevation angles. As the elevation

angle decreases, the proposed mechanism adaptively decreases
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Fig. 13. The trend of TN BS classification results versus elevation angles.
Group sharing decreases the BS group’s threshold %

) as the elevation angle
decreases.

the threshold of the BS group, denoted by %
) , to reduce the

aggregated interference and maintain the NTN throughput.

Observation 12: As the elevation angle decreases, the pro-

posed mechanism adaptively decreases the BS group’s thresh-

old, i.e., %) , lowering the interference to keep NTN’s SINR

at the desired levels.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

This research focuses on the spectrum sharing between NTN

UL and TN DL, specifically emphasizing multiple TN BSs

within NTN’s extreme coverage. We propose an interference-

aware radio resource group sharing mechanism to optimize the

overall capacity. To achieve a proportional fairness solution be-

tween NTN and TN, we present a utility function considering

the NTN UL throughput and the available TN DL bandwidth.

Since the allocation of radio resource groups is formulated

as non-linear integer programming, it becomes intractable due

to the sheer number of TN BSs, which amounts to tens of

thousands. To address this challenge, we present UE and

BS optimal grouping conditions that help to reduce variable

numbers. As a result, the resource group allocation problem

is transformed into solvable non-linear programming by the

UE and BS optimal grouping conditions. Through simulation,

we verify the effectiveness of the proposed group sharing and

provide insights into resource allocation in the mechanism

versus elevation angles, and demonstrate the feasibility of

NTN-TN spectrum sharing.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof. Suppose #0
1
, ..., #0

"−1
are parts of a optimal solution

to problem (V), and %0G ≥ %0H for some G ∈ #0
9
, H ∈ #0

9+1
. We

first define NTN throughput changes function representing the

NTN throughput changes of moving a UE from group #0
9

to

#0
9+1

concerning the UE’s received power.

5 (G) = 1 9+1;>6(1 +
G

∑ 9

8=1
�
)8 ,#

0
9+1 + �

)9+1 ,#
0
9+1

)

− 1 9 ;>6(1 +
G

∑ 9

8=1
�
)8 ,#

0
9

)
(41)
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Since G ∈ #0
9

and H ∈ #0
9+1

is a part of a optimal solution,

we know 5 (%0G ) ≤ 0 and 5 (%0H ) ≥ 0, respectively. The first

derivative of function 5 (G) is expressed.

5
′

(G) =
1 9+1

∑ 9

8=1
�
)8 ,#

0
9+1 + �

)9+1 ,#
0
9+1 + G

−
1 9

∑ 9

8=1
�
)8 ,#

0
9 + G

(42)

Moving a UE from group #0
9

to #0
9+1

could increase NTN

throughput only when 5
′
(G) > 0. Thus, a received power

threshold can be derived.

G ≥
1 9

∑ 9

8=1
�
)8 ,#

0
9+1 + �

)9+1 ,#
0
9+1 − 1 9+1

∑ 9

8=1
�
)8 ,#

0
9

1 9+1 − 1 9
= f (43)

(43) implies that 5 (G) is an increasing function when G ≥ f.

Since 5 (%0H ) ≥ 0, we know %0H ≥ f. Because %0G ≥ %0H , we

get 5 (%0G ) > 0 which contradicts G ∈ #0
9

is part of the optimal

solution. Thus, the theorem is proved by contradiction. �

APPENDIX B

PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proof. Suppose )1, ..., )" are parts of a optimal solution to

problem (%), and (A0,G ≥ (A0,H for some G ∈ )<, H ∈ )<+1.

According to the relationship between (10), (12), and (13), we

first define Γ
#0<
:
≔ 5 ( 1

∑<
==1 �

)=,#
0
<
), where 5 (G) is a monotonic

increasing function.

Let #0∗< be the NTN group m interfered by the new grouping

solution that

)∗
< = {)< \ G} ∪ H, )∗

<+1+ = {)<+1 \ H} ∪ G. (44)

Let Γ
#0∗<
:

represents the NTN throughput of NTN group < in

the new grouping solution )∗
<, )

∗
<+1

.

Γ
#0∗<
:
≔ 5 (

1
∑<−1
==1 �)= ,#

0
< + � {)<\G}∪H,#0<

)

∵ �)< ,#
0
< > � {)<\G}∪H,#0< ∴ Γ

#0<
:

= 5 (
1

∑<
==1 �

)= ,#
0
<
) ≤

5 (
1

∑<−1
==1 �)= ,#

0
< + � {)<\G}∪H,#0<

) = Γ
#0∗<
:

(45)

Thus, we have proved Γ
#0<
:

≤ Γ
#0∗<
:

.
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Therefore, )< and )<+1 are not parts of a optimal solution to

problem (V). The first case is proved by contradiction. �
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